Collaborating Across Campus

Why collaborate?

- Builds community
- Increases chapter presence on campus and in the community
- Promotes chapter profile
- More efficient and effective events

Coming Up With Ideas

- Evaluate chapter purposes and goals
- Evaluate target audience
- Formulate ideas focused on your goals and purposes
- Be creative

Choosing A Partner:

Find your compliment
Organization
Team player
Open to opportunity
Finding Your Compliment

- Find clubs/groups/organizations that share your vision
- Find clubs/groups/organizations that show sense of organization
- Find clubs/groups/organizations that are willing to work with you and that are open to new ideas

Approach

- Use whatever means works best for your chapter
  - Email versus in person
- Choose event
- Outline event
- Discuss strengths and weaknesses

Divide Responsibilities Based On Strengths And Weaknesses

- Make a to-do list
  - Using a calendar can be helpful
- Contact necessary persons in timely manner and in advance
- Communication is key